Philosophy of Science

Scientific realism vs constructive empiricism II
Chapman University. PHIL321. Lecture 12. 10/7/2021.
Kelvin McQueen

Assessment reminder: short paper


Due: Sunday October 17, 11.59pm.



Worth: 25%.



Instructions:





Write a philosophical paper on either (i) the problem of
induction, (ii) falsificationism, (iii) scientific revolutions, (iv)
logical positivism, or (v) constructive empiricism.
500-700 words.
Upload to Canvas before deadline.

For advice on writing philosophical papers:
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http://www.jimpryor.net/teaching/guidelines/writing.html

W6 discussion board posts: due (10/9)


Post 1: In your own words,
explain what you think is the
strongest objection that a
scientific realist could make
against constructive empiricism.
Explain whether you agree with
the objection and why. 200-300
words.



Post 2: Provide constructive
feedback to a post on another
student’s thread. 150-250 words.
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Scientific realism vs constructive empircism


Scientific realism:





Constructive empiricism:
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Science aims at truth with respect to the unobservable entities that
explain the observable phenomena.
Accepting a scientific theory involves believing that it and what it
entails about unobservable entities is true.

Science aims at truth with respect to what is observable only.
A scientific theory is successful when its predictions about the
observable world are all true (empirical adequacy).
Accepting a scientific theory only involves belief in its empirical
adequacy.

Objections to constructive empiricism
Objection 1: observable vs unobservable?





The distinction between the observable and the unobservable is
vague, and not of the right kind to support general conclusions about
what science aims to represent.

Objection 2: acceptance vs belief?





Van Frassen claims we are entitled to “believe” statements about the
observable world but are only entitled to “accept” theories about
the unobservable world. It is not clear that this distinction makes
psychological sense.

Objection 3: selective scepticism?
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All the data we presently have underdetermine which theory is
empirically adequate. Realist responses to underdetermination are
not open to the constructive empiricist.

Van Frassen’s definition of observable


X is observable (to us) if there are circumstances such that if
X is present to us, we would observe it.



A realist objection:


For any entity X, we could observe X.




Let X be “atoms” and let the “circumstances” involve
replacing our eyes with electron microscopes.

Van Frassen’s reply:

Carbon atoms viewed
via an electron
microscope.

Who knows what we will see after such surgery!
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All we have is a new observation, an “image”, that our theories must predict.
We must remain agnostic on whether it’s an image of something real.

Light microscopes vs electron microscopes
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The scanning electron microscope
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Images of something real?
The realist position:





Microscopes are windows into a more fundamental (otherwise
unobservable) level of reality.

Constructive empiricism:





Microscopes are (instead) new kinds of experimental
arrangements that produce new kinds of observable
phenomena (images) that our best theories must predict.

Realist objection:





But they are images of real things!

Van Frassen’s reply:
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Undetermination: such images may be public hallucinations.

Public hallucinations and microscopes


Public hallucinations:




Some are pictures of real things:




The reflection of a tree in the water.

Some are not pictures of real things:




Images which are not things, but are also not purely subjective,
because they can be captured on photographs e.g. reflections in the
water, and rainbows. (pp.159-160)

The rainbow.

Van Frassen:
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“If such an image lends itself to being conceived of as a picture of a
real thing, we can ask: is it really a picture of something real or is it not?”

Rainbows are public hallucinations


Rainbows are not real things


No such shiny arc exists.
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The light bouncing off certain raindrops
for your rainbow is bouncing off other
raindrops for someone else.



Rainbows appear to move as you move,
because the light that forms the rainbow
does so at a specific distance and angle
from the observer (depicted) so that
distance will always remain between you
and “your” rainbow.

The force of reason (pp.160-163)


Realist objection:




If we can represent the image to ourselves as an
image of a real thing, should we not do so?

Van Fraassen’s response:


The water’s image (reflection) of a tree:




To justify the assertion that the image pictures a real thing,
we examine the tree and discover the relevant invariances.

The microscope’s image of a paramecia:
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To assert that the microscope’s image of the paramecia is a
picture of a real thing, is to merely postulate the invariances
required to justify this assertion.

Paramecia viewed via
a light microscope.

Objections to constructive empiricism


Objection 1: observable vs unobservable?




Objection 2: acceptance vs belief?




The distinction between the observable and the unobservable is
vague, and not of the right kind to support general conclusions about
what science aims to represent.
Van Frassen claims we are entitled to “believe” statements about the
observable world but are only entitled to “accept” theories about
the unobservable world. It is not clear that this distinction makes
psychological sense.

Objection 3: selective scepticism?
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All the data we presently have underdetermine which theory is
empirically adequate. Realist responses to underdetermination are
not open to the constructive empiricist.

Objection 3: selective scepticism: induction


Consider two theories:





Why should a realist believe T and not T*?




T: All metals expand when heated.
T* All metals expand when heated until next week.

Perhaps: T is a better explanation of the observed regularities
than T*.

Why should a constructive empiricist accept T and not T*?
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Problem: it is not clear that the realist answers are open to the
constructive empiricist.

Objection 2: acceptance vs belief?


Objection 2: Can we make psychological sense of acceptance
without belief?




Van Frassen claims we are entitled to “believe” statements about the
observable world but are only entitled to “accept” theories about the
unobservable world.

Horwich’s objection to van Frassen:



“Believing a theory is nothing over and above the mental state
responsible for using it.”
“If we tried to formulate a psychological theory of the nature of belief,
it would be plausible to treat beliefs as states with a particular causal
role. This would consist in such features as generating predictions,
prompting certain utterances, being caused by certain observations,
entering in characteristic ways into inferential relations, playing a
certain part in deliberation, and so on. But that is to define belief in
exactly the same way instrumentalists characterize acceptance.”
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Quoted in Ladyman pp.191-2.

